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OSTERSITTEN UND BRAUCHE / CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS 

der Osterbrauch, die Osterbrauche (Easter custom or tradition) 
die Ostersitte, die Ostersitten (Easter custom or tradition) 

HOW TO CELE BRA TE EASTER IN SWITZERLAND 

Make an Easter tree 

The Osterbaumli (small Easter tree) is a lovely Swiss tradition that brings spring into your living 

room. Cut some sprigs off a tree or bush, put them into a vase and hang them with colourful Easter 

eggs. They don't need to be real eggs, the smaller plastic ones from the supermarkets do the job 

perfectly too. 

Decorate boiled eggs 

But, of course there's no Swiss Easter without dyed eggs; there are various colours available in the 

supermarkets to dip the eggs into, to paint them with a brush or to smear them with paint using 

your hands. Or, for some more elaborately dyed eggs, do it the traditional Swiss way with red and 

yellow onion skins and nature objects, instructions here. 

Have an Easter egg hunt 

On Easter Sunday morning hide your eggs, your favourite Easter chocolates and sweets and some 

small toys if you have children and go on an Easter egg hunt or Ostereier sueche as we Swiss call 
it. 

Must haves for Swiss Easter sweets and chocolates are the small nougat eggs filled with chocolate 

(Nougateili), the large nougat eggs without filling (Nougatei), the sugar coated jelly eggs (Gelee-Eili) 

and of course the chocolate bunnies - buy a handcrafted one at a bakery or artisan chocolate shop 

fm high-quality chocolate or, if you don't want to spend quite as much money, go for a Chocolates 

Frey bunny, which in my opinion is the best factory-made chocolate available in Switzerland - sold 

in Migros only. 

OsterchUechli (small Easter cakes) are another Swiss Easter treat; their base is made of sweet 

shortcrust pastry and the sweet filling is either made with rice or semolina. You can buy them in 

bakeries or supermarkets or make your own small or large cake , 

Smash your eggs 

When I was a child, Easter lunch after the morning church was the thing do to, but nowadays Easter 

brunches are equally popular. Whether you decide on lunch or brunch, don't forget to do an 


